Dutch Notary Story
Solution for Remote Identity Verification
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software="2.1.11.0-x64" FPReader="2.2.11.1-x64"/>
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<tasklist>
<document checksum="NO"
task="RESOLVERFIDDATA">
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</tasklist>
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Digital Authentication in Justice
On-line LIVE demo in January 2024.
Register here:
Csaba NAGY-AMIGO
+36 20 983 5793
csaba.nagy@adaptiverecognition.com
### Personal Details
- **Given Names**: WILLEKE LISLOTTE
- **Surname**: DE BRUIJN
- **Date of Birth**: 10/03/1965
- **Gender**: Female

### Document Details
- **Document Type**: Identity Card
- **Issuing Country**: Netherlands
- **Document Number**: SPEC2014
- **Issue Date**: 09/03/2014
- **Expiry Date**: 09/03/2024

### Automated Document Checks
- **2 failed / 0 warning / 17 passed**
  - **Processing status - Pages do not Match**
  - **Sample Document Check: Pattern VIZ Samplecheck** - Check failed: this seems to be a sample document!
  - **Brightness Check: Brightness Photo Area** - Check successfully done: measured brightness value is as expected.
  - **Brightness Check: Brightness VIZ** - Check successfully done: measured brightness value is as expected.
  - **Brightness Check: Brightness VIZ Pattern** - Check successfully done: measured brightness value is as expected.
  - **Date of expiry Check: Date of Expiry VIZ** - Check successfully done: document or license is not expired.
  - **Document classification - The document type is supported (Premium)**
  - **Existence Check Face: Face Photo Area** - Check successfully done: biometric feature (face) found at the expected position.

### Additional Information
- **MRZ**: 0
- **Date Submitted**: 30/10/2023 09:08:27

### Device Information
- **MRZ Empty!**

### Helpdesk Comments
- **Helpdesk Comments**: None
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